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plications for eddy param




nother definition of low
-passed tim
e averaged m
ean density (the modified
m
ean) must be used, which is the inversion of the mean depth of a given isopycnal. This definition
n
aturally yields lighter (denser) fluid at the surface (floor) than the Eulerian mean, since fluid with





nd-order in perturbation am
plitude, and so sm





o exist). Near horizontal boundaries, the differences become first order, and so more
sev
ere. Existing form
ulae for quasi-Stokes velocities and stream
function also break dow
n here. It is
show
n that the low
-passed tim
e m




ean density, the error term
 involving averaged quadratic variability.
The layer in w
hich the largest differences occur betw
een the tw
o m
ean densities is the vertical
ex
cu
rsion of a m
ean isopycnal across a deform
ation radius, at m






ould have difficulty in resolving such a layer. W
e show
 here that extant param
eterisations
appear to reproduce the Eulerian, and not m
odified m
ean, density field and so do not yield a narrow
layer at surface and floor either. Both these features m
ake the quasi-Stokes stream
function appear
to be non-zero right up to rigid boundaries. It is thus unclear w
hether m
ore accurate results w
ould
be obtained by leaving the stream
function non-zero on the boundary – w
hich is sm
ooth and
resolvable – or by perm
itting a delta-function in the horizontal quasi-Stokes velocity by forcing the
stream
function to becom
e zero exactly at the boundary (which it formally must be), but at the cost
of sm
all and unresolvable features in the solution.
This paper then uses linear stability theory and diagnosed values from
 eddy-resolving m
odels,
to ask the question:if climate models cannot or do not resolve the difference between Eulerian and
m
odified mean density, what are the relevant surface and floor quasi-Stokes streamfunction
co
nditions, and what are their effects on the density fields?
The linear Eady problem




 variety of eddy param
eterisations is em









ean density is com
pared w
ith that from
 an eddy-resolving calculation. Curiously,
although m
ost of the param
eterisations em
ployed are form
ally valid only in term
s of the m
odified
density, they all reproduce only the Eulerian m
ean density successfully. This is despite the
existence of (numerical) delta-functions near the surface. The parameterisations were only
su
ccessful if the vertical com
ponent of the quasi-Stokes velocity w





eterisation of Eulerian density fluxes w
as, how
ever, just as accurate and
av









uring the last decade, oceanographers have realised that coarse-resolution ocean m
odels cannot






eddies. There has been a variety of schem
es suggested to include eddy effects. These schem
es
divide into tw
o categories. The first, w
hich w
e shall be exam
ining here, involves adding term
s to






ent et al, 1995; V




reatbatch, 1998). The second (Neptune) involves a representation of the statistical
properties of eddies on the m
ean flow
 (Eby and Holloway, 1994; M
erryfield and Holloway, 1997),
and is not discussed here.
The effects of thickness flux can be w








ple average of the product of tw









 is the horizontal velocity
and
 the thickness betw
een tw




 is the height
of an isopycnal and 










































here the average is a low
-pass tim
e average on a density surface, and the suffix
 denotes purely
horizontal term
s. In (1.1) the thickness flux is written as an additional, horizontal ‘bolus’ velocity
,
 w
hich advects the m
ean thickness. A
n eddy param




uld supply a form
 for this term
, w
hich w




















equivalent of thickness flux divergence becom


























here averages are now
 Eulerian, and the divergence is fully three-dim
ensional. W
hile
(a scalar) can be parameterised, the more usual approach is to seek parameterisations for some
equivalent of the bolus velocity. 1
 This turns out to be neither easy nor straightforw











eterisation is suggested and tested later; in general the problem
s associated w
ith diapycnal transport









ber of technical issues relating to the intrinsic differences betw
een averages on density surfaces
and on level surfaces (i.e., between pseudo-Lagrangian and Eulerian means). The most logical
approach to date is the transient-residual-m
ean (TRM
) theory introduced by M
cDougall (1998, and
earlier references therein; hereafter M
); M
cDougall and M





re detail on the sam
e m
aterial. A
nother, highly related, approach is to use density-w
eighted
av
eraging (cf. Greatbatch, submitted ms; de Szoeke and Bennett, 1993). The TRM
 theory applies to
low
-pass tem
porally averaged quantities, and deduces a quasi-Stokes velocity
 w
hich is related,
but not identical, to the bolus velocity. (The two are not identical because the background mean
flow
 involves averages on tw
o different surfaces, though they are frequently sim
ilar.) Formulae
have been derived for sm
all perturbations by M
 and M
M
, involving only averages at constant
depth. The quasi-Stokes vector stream






























 denotes the horizontal com
ponent, and
.
 The vertical derivative of
















ental differences are (a) that the two-dimensional bolus velocity is
intrinsically divergent, w
hile the quasi-Stokes velocity is (by construction) non-divergent, and (b)
that the bolus velocity has no diapycnal com
ponent w
hile the quasi-Stokes velocity does. Indeed,
there is no com
pletely adiabatic expression involving a quasi-Stokes stream
function.
Since eddying m
otions are believed to conserve density, this im





s that rather than using the Eulerian m
ean density
 at a (vertical)
point (EM
D for short), one should interpret density as being the inversion of the mean depth of a










 is again of second order in sm


















nts because of the above discussion. The M
M
D
 is advected by the (Eulerian) mean flow and













































n.  In fact, the tw
o fields differ at first, not second, order in the
sm
all quantities. (This is nothing to do with the question of neutrally stable and mixed layers,
w
hich are beyond the scope of this paper.)






















ple, the quasi-Stokes stream
function requires boundary conditions at
rigid surfaces. The horizontal com
ponent of




and so vanishes on vertical sidew
alls. The value of
,
 the vertical com
ponent of
,
 at surface or






 to vanish, since 









s are best seen by considering recent direct eddy-resolving com
putations [that by
Rix and W




, analyzed by M
cIntosh and M
cDougall, 1996).
The three eddy-resolving calculations used a re-entrant channel geom
etry; all used long tim
e and






e average of the TRM
 theory (indeed, M
 does not define the averaging process in any
w



















 ensues, generic to this type of activity, caused by the different choices
for ‘m
ean’ density, and indicated schem
atically in Fig.
 1 (Treguier, Held and Larichev, 1997 give
so
m
e discussion on this but m
ainly from
 the perspective of diabatic surface effects). Suppose that





 The densities lighter than
 are show
n shaded. In Fig. 1b, the stream
function
for the total (mean plus eddy) flow is shown as a function of density. If ‘density’ is taken to be the
EM
D
, then the fluxes associated w
















function at the surface. 2
 There is, sim
ply, now
here to ‘put’ the extra fluxes in an
Eulerian sense.
The stream
function is clearly zero at the m
inim
um
 density: no fluid ever enters at lighter
densities. Equally true is that the stream
function is nonzero at the density
.
 The question, w
hich
is far from






ay be surprized at this statem
ent. A
fter all, M
 has argued cogently for the
definition to be M
M
D
. This causes both the total and quasi-Stokes stream
functions to vanish at the
su








odels are unlikely to
resolve the scale over w
hich this changes, so that they w
ould fail to reproduce the lightest density
layers, and act as if the stream
function had som
ething approxim
ating to a delta-function near-
su
rface. If this layer is not resolved, the quasi-Stokes stream
function cannot vanish at w
hat is now
the surface, inducing an apparent flux through the surface to represent the ‘m
issing’ flux on lighter
density surfaces. In other w
ords, there m
ay w
ell be a difference – w
hich w
ill be addressed in this
paper – betw
een the correct description, using M
M
D
, and the description in an under-resolved
m




erical or physical reasons be
u





ation of this discussion, K
illw
orth (1998) found it impossible to produce a
stream
function w
hich vanished at top and bottom





alues at the surface and floor. If other sim
ple num
erical inaccuracies w
ere disguising a true zero
v
alue at surface and floor, or there w
ere a dam
ping dow







uld expect a reduction in its value from
 the interior as the horizontal boundaries are
approached; this is not seen.
Treguier (1999) used an extensive eddy-resolving channel computation to diagnose both
 and
eddy-induced velocities on density surfaces, as w




o sets of velocities w
ere found to be very sim






 is not, of course, unique to oceanography; H













ever, Treguier’s Fig, 7b show
s clearly that
 reaches extrem
e values at the
su
rface and floor, rather than vanishing. G
ille and D
avis (1999) ran channel models, both of the
Eady problem
 and of a w
ind-forced problem
, and diagnosed the eddy term
s. In their Fig. 7, they
show
 w
hat is the m
ajority of the TRM streamfunction, which again does not vanish at the surface
(it is small at depth, so that no conclusions can be drawn from their figure as to whether the
stream
function vanishes at the floor). M
cIntosh and M









 (their Fig. 4) and on EM
D (their Fig. 5). It is




ulae and so in error near-surface –
does not capture the additional near-surface and floor fluxes w
hich their Fig. 4 does.
w 
These direct calculations, then, indicate that the boundary conditions applied to quasi-Stokes
v
ertical velocities in param
eterisations, w
hich historically are consistently those of zero flow
 at
rigid surfaces, need investigation. Particularly, w




 at surface and floor are relaxed? To reiterate, if the physics of the
m
odel being em
ployed – e.g. som
e eddy param
eterisation – fails to reproduce the fine density








ing a discussion of the sm
all am
plitude theory used by M
 and M
M




 near horizontal boundaries is discussed (section 2). W


















e invalid for finite am
plitude near
horizontal boundaries. For finite am
plitude, the depth range over w
hich these larger differences
o
ccu
rs is a vertical isopycnal excursion in a deform


















n is the sam
e using either definition of density, but the potential energy of the
colum
n differs: the EM
D
 is the low
-pass filtered tim
e m





 is consistently sm
aller. W
e then show
 that products of perturbations (e.g. fluxes) exhibit a













plitude theory (section 3) is used to evaluate the relevant expressions making up either
the flux divergence or the vector stream
function. Sm
all-am
plitude theory has its disadvantages, but
it is at least an exact solution to the equations of m
otion in the lim
it of vanishingly sm
all
perturbations; it is also accurate to precisely the sam






 and the quasi-Stokes stream
function do not vanish at surface or floor using the
M
 form
ulae. En route, tw




(1997), which had been restated as a
-co
-o
rdinate version in that paper w
ithout proof, are produced
(section 4). Section 5 then briefly discusses these results, comparing them with the Killworth
(1997), showing how the delta-functions at surface and floor present in that theory become
precisely the vertical quasi-Stokes velocity com
puted at surface and floor from
 the second-order M
form
ulae. Section 6 evaluates closed-form
 solutions for the Eady (1949) problem. W
e show
(section 7) more generally that mass and energy conservation holds for the EM
D formulation, but
en




ulation even if exact expressions are used
through the entire w
ater colum
n, for reasons described earlier.
w  
z
Section 8 asks the question: given that current clim
ate m
odels cannot resolve the differences
betw
een densities, can current eddy param
eterisations? W
e revisit a test of param
eterisations
(Killworth, 1998), run both with and without the vertical quasi-Stokes velocity vanishing at the
su




e find that the non-zero surface vertical quasi-
Stokes velocity results are uniform
ly poor com
pared w




eterisation, using a direct estim





just as well, and would be relevant for an Eulerian definition of mean density. W
e conclude that
param
eterisations using quasi-Stokes form
ulations – w
hich should form










2. Eulerian and m
odified m






 have derived form
ulae connecting Eulerian and isopycnic averages for the case
w
hen perturbations are of sm
all am









































 is a representative am























The relationship (2.1) has been tested by various authors using output from numerical models
and (2.4) holds quite well. Both the relationship (2.1)
a
nd
 the deduction (2.4) break down near a
horizontal surface. That they m
ust break dow












plitude (i.e., for which the formulae are
form
ally accurate), but with a much larger error than in the interior. The manner of this breakdown
is as follow
s.
Suppose that near som
e horizontal surface
,
 the relationship betw


























easure of the density ‘near’ the surface,
 is som
e function of density w
hose
gradient is negative for stably stratified fluid, and
,
 of am
plitude order unity, represents the tim
e
v












 can be calculated exactly. D
efine a low
















This variation is produced by unspecified three-dim
ensional m
otions; the dependence on horizontal position is
















































e have used the definition of M
M
D































































































here a suffix denotes derivatives,

















































) becomes sufficiently light,
 becom
es negative and a region above
the fluid surface is predicted from




ill be an average
 for any density w
hich ever occurs in the fluid colum
n; and



































eans that the least density w
hich ever occurs [which will be
] is
less than
 [which will in turn be shown to be













There is apparently a choice w
hether to com
pute the average value of
 o
nly during the tim
e that density is present,
o
r to com
pute the full average, defining
 to be at the surface or floor at other tim



























ch larger than the






ulae first break dow
n are near surface and floor, and in such
places the errors are likely to be m




























here the range of densities w








































































































































(the lightest fluid which never outcrops at the surface)
Thus the lightest fluid has a zero-thickness layer at the surface, and the densest fluid to ever
o
utcrop at the surface blends sm




puted by setting 




























































































s stated, the tw









This is indicated schem
atically in Fig. 2, w
hich also show













ilar in the interior (for small
am































hich this difference is large is proportional to the am
plitude of the perturbations. Finite
am
plitude density fluctuations w




 is the deform
ation radius and
 the horizontal gradient operator. This im




























. It is the typical vertical excursion m
ade w
hen m
oving a short horizontal






This scale is rather sm





ates, it is hard to produce a vertical scale m



















ill probably appear to clim
ate m
odels as single grid-point effects, i.e. delta functions.
Figure 3 show
s this effect clearly (also cf. M
cIntosh and M
cDougall, 1996, for example). It
show











itting channel run. (A similar diagram for the previous four years is visually
indistinguishable from
 this.) The north and south boundaries are relaxed to specified linear
tem
perature gradients, and the surface heat flux is a relaxation to a linear function of latitude. The
grid spacing w
as 10 km
 horizontally, and 10 m
 vertically. The high lateral gradients and forcing
w






 differ significantly to a value
w
hich the m
odel could resolve. In this case, an estim




 is the buoyancy frequency. W
ith the values here, (2.12) yields a depth of 50–60
m
. Fig. 3 confirm
s this approxim
ately: the m
ain differences are confined to the upper 100 m
. The
‘pushing forw
ard’ of the isotherm
s from




all at the low








The presence of a m
ixed layer (not treated here) makes no difference to this argument, since it
m
erely m






 differ slightly low
er (usually to worse resolution).
A
lso show
n in Fig. 3 is a typical tw
o-dim
ensional param





s (1990) formulation, though as we shall see later, all extant parameterisations
are sim
ilar in behaviour. W
hile it is clear that the param
eterisation fails to do a good job in the
upper southern portion, it is also obvious that there is no hint of the ‘pushing forw
ard’ of surface
isotherm
s present, despite – deliberately – there being am












hen they can, they do not reproduce the M
M
D
 structure. This w




(c) Mass and potential energy
The differences betw
een the tw
o densities have tw
o im





ith the interpretation of m
ean density. It is straightforw




ass in a w
ater colum
n, w















































(averaging at constant density)
(As Fig. 2 suggests, 
 is lighter at the surface, but the shortfall is m






 hold for potential energy, because of the noncom
m
utative averaging
operators on products of quantities. For sm
all am








 and occur due to
 differences in the interior over a depth range
of order unity, and 
 differences over 








































 and the second term
 is the surface decrem









ulae near surface and floor since these w
ill be unim
portant to the depth integrals. Since the
total m




















































 integral into tw




 is denser than EM
D), the second negative.
a







































































e have retained the m




Substituting for the floor integral from
























































since all three term




o PE expressions lies in the variability, fundam




. It involves an integral in density space of the m





ulae or by direct evaluation, and is not given here.
Thus
the low-pass filtered potential energy of a fluid column (a uniquely defined quantity) is
o
nly correctly evaluated using EM
D
, and is consistently underestim





s can be derived, and involve know
ledge of the variability.





In this section, w




rdinates, using a local approach sim




theory is not alw
ays a good predictor of the behaviour of a nonlinear eddying system
, as Edm
on et
al. (1980) show clearly for the quasi-geostrophic limit. (Note that the TRM
 formulae of M
 and
linear instability theory are both sm
all am



















ains the local deform
ation radius, and
 the horizontal length scale,
 is a reduced
gravity based on a typical top-to-bottom
 density change
 and
 is a typical depth. The horizontal
v
ariation of density m
















stances, the horizontal variation w
ould be m
uch less than the vertical. W


















































ere the additional factor
 en
su


































 Then a basic background structure w
hich is geostrophic, hydrostatic, etc. gives
the rem




































ill be as im



























 If the problem
 has a channel geom
etry,
then
 is zero in w
hat follow
s. Scalings for the perturbation term
s, and quantities derived
therefrom
, are given in A
ppendix A







































































































 is usefully defined, and “sm































ation that the neglected term
s rem
ain sm




















































































ith boundary conditions of zero 
















ean quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity gradient norm
al to the direction
; the subscript
has been retained for historical purposes (in a channel geometry this would be precise). It is also
tim
es the along-isopycnal gradient of the m
ean Ertel potential vorticity. To see this, note that w
ith
planetary scalings, this vorticity is m
erely
.










































































e have, by standard m








































































































































ere an asterisk m
eans a com
plex conjugate. The averages are over either one real period of the
grow
ing m




 that the dom
inant term
s acting to change the m




 though it w








































































































s that the second term
s are
 sm





ever, in regions of w
eak vertical stability, e.g. the subpolar
regim
e, this m
ay not be the case. For com
pleteness, w





aintain the order of appearance of the term



























































For use in param
eterisation schem
es, w








































































after a little algebra. If w























































 integrate the above to yield
R
e




































































































































































ecall that the second term
s in (3.13), (3.14) are usually small compared with the first terms, so
that the quasi-Stokes velocities are sim
ply proportional to the diffusivity (which is a function of
position) times the potential vorticity gradient. As shown by Killworth (1997), linear theory implies
that potential vorticity is m
ixed (together with a possible rotation term), and not thickness.
The scalings in A
ppendix A
 show
 that the m
ain term
 acting to change the m


















portant in the quasi-Stokes
form







It is enlightening to connect these tw
o form
ulations form







 Then, noting that a tim










































































































since the second term



















































































here the scalings in A
ppendix A
 show
 that the second term
 is
 sm








































onstrating for linear theory that the tw
o approaches are identical.
A













e have seen w


































































































































































These expressions cannot be zero (else the solution for
 w
o
uld be identically zero at all depths), so
that the quasi-Stokes stream
function, using the M
 form
ulation for the interior of the fluid, does not
v




For a channel problem
,
 v
anishes identically, and the surface and floor values of
 reduce to





















Linear theory using density co-ordinates w
as used by K
illw





ell in a channel m
odel sim
ulation (Killworth, 1998). However,
that theory w
as converted from








ithout regard for the differences in averaging involved betw
een depth and density co-
o
rdinates.  This w
as done from
 the perspective that although the tw
o approaches are different, using
o
n
e approach to suggest an eddy param








ally justified by Killworth (1997), although Treguier (1999)
show
s that sim
ple conversions do in practice w
ork rather w
ell. The form
ulae of the previous
section can be used to produce tw
o linked param
eterisation schem




oth approaches start by obtaining approxim
ate solutions to the problem
 (3.4), yielding good







 the shape of the eigenvector in the vertical, and finally
its am























 is also used to estim
ate the deform
ation radius

























ations; in this paper w
e use tw
o cycles of the iterative procedure in K
illw
orth (1997:


















































ean and standard deviation of the m
ean flow
 respectively. A
n initial guess for the







e express (3.4) in
term
s of








s of their previous iterates. 

































































































































































ensionally (and arbitrarily) has a value unity at the bottom. The scaling for diffusivity is





 is of order unity,
 is the larger of the
deform
ation radius and the grid spacing
6
,
 and the inclusion of
 en
su
res that there is no m
ixing in






















 directly, using these scalings and
form
ulae (3.5) to (3.7). This is intrinsically a scaling using EM
D
.
 Since the eddy term
s can be
ev
aluated to second order accuracy everyw




























 (3.9) and velocities from (3.13), (3.14), retaining only the first terms in both
cases (which M




porarily left undefined, for reasons discussed below
.




any features appear sim
ilar betw
een depth and isopycnic co-ordinate approaches,
interpretations of m
eans, etc. m
ust of necessity differ, so that care m




 one co-ordinate system
 and applying them
 to another. A
 particular case here is
the delta-functions present at surface and floor in the lateral fluxes of K
illw
orth (1997). There it
w
as 








nt for the im
plicit flattening of the isopycnal surfaces w
here outcrops im









orth (1997) for rationale. For the runs here, 











It is useful to exam




 briefly the follow
ing: (a), a necessary condition on the diffusivity which does
take the sam
e form
 in vertical as in isopycnal co-ordinates; and (b), that the delta-function
am
plitudes are precisely those of the vertical quasi-Stokes velocity at the surface (computed using
interior approxim
ations), so that the ‘missing’ fluxes, which belong to no available EM
D, match
precisely the values of the quasi-Stokes stream












































































































 its second colum
n. Integrating the first term
 on the
r.h.s. by parts, use of (3.18), (3.19) on the l.h.s. together with thermal wind, and cancellation of the
last term













































s cancel, leaving K
illw





















ote that this only uses interior values, and neglects the unresolved boundary layers. For
param
eterisations such as K
illw
orth (1997), in which
 is w
ell-behaved at surface and floor, the












 is required to drop to zero at surface and floor w
ould involve extra contributions to the balance




es potential vorticity, though the precise structure w




reen (1970), for example, derived a simplified form.



































This expression is precisely the jump in delta-functions used by Killworth (1997) in the isopycnal
form
ulation, but is now
 show
n to be the jump in quasi-Stokes fluxes between surface and floor (at
least for sm
all-am
plitude theory) which reduces to zero if the density range is extended to include
the full range of M
M
D
. Thus the values of
 at surface and floor
u
sing the interior M
 theory
 are
precisely those needed to account for the divergence of the horizontal quasi-Stokes fluxes; they
play the sam
e role as the delta-functions in isopycnal theory. The rapid changes near surface and












hich possesses no anom
alous behaviour anyw











 special case – the Eady problem
W
e consider, in parallel, tw
o cases. The first considers w







th rate is achieved by a w
avenum
ber directed along-channel.
In this case the eddy am
plitude is the sam
e at all values of
.
 The second retains structure cross-













 that the vertical density gradient
 is uniform
, and the horizontal
density gradient is also uniform


































































 is the deform
ation radius
,
 gives the fam














































 is the (small) amplitude of the solution. 7
 H





 [which is thus






ally be independent of
 for m
ost extant param





In the case w
hen channel w
alls are im


































pplying the boundary conditions (





































is the purely im





























































































 Interpretations of various quantities, of course, differ intrinsically. N
ear the
su
rface, quantities vary sinusoidally and the sim
ple exam
ple in Fig. 2 is an approxim






































































































































 is negligible and only cross-stream
v
ariations in am
plitude generate changes in the m
ean density. H
ow
ever, in the planetary
geostrophic regim
e, the m










e can also com
pute the term




 the horizontal boundary
layers. H
ere, the second term
 has no effect (it is oriented in the









































for this case. (Indeed, in density co-ordinates, 



































































 that gradients of 








































































































































ulations look very different. Suppose
the
-v
ariation of the perturbation is w
eak. Then in the Eulerian interpretation, the hyperbolic
function term
 gives a decrease in
 n
ear-su





there is no change to interior m
ean density at all (the changes are confined to the boundary layers
discussed previously). The effect of the remaining term is uniform in depth, and gives (usually) an
increase in density at the southern (light) side of the channel and a decrease at the northern (heavy)
side in both form
ulations. Fig. 4 show
s how

















In the quasi-geostrophic lim
















e the eddies to have the sam
e am
plitude at each point across
the channel (alternatively, we can imagine the solution when the channel width becomes
asym
ptotically large and the cross-channel variation becom
es sm
all). Then the interior quasi-Stokes
v
elocity is everyw
here zero, and changes in density structure are solely produced by the M
co
rrection to the density trend. This is perhaps not a particularly helpful interpretation, since w
e
feel intuitively that the density
does
 change in the Eady problem
 due to the slum
ping induced by
release of A
.P.E. as the eddies grow
. If our m
odel density field is taken to represent
,
 then it w
ill
n
ot change in the interior until the eddies becom




eterisations in this case yield a uniform
 (negative) value for the quasi-Stokes
stream





ust be set to zero on all boundaries. The vertical w











fluid at the cold w
all. These tw
o circulations – w
hich, as w
e have seen, are not present in the Eady
solution – w
ill act to initiate a slum
ping of the fluid. O
nce this slum
ping begins, the problem
 ceases
to be purely Eady-like, and so is m
ore com
plicated. N




in the Eady solution near the vertical w
alls, but is acceptable for the EM
D




 to zero at the surface and floor creates additional delta-function fluxes horizontally
w




(b) the eddy amplitude varies across the channel
In the actual Eady problem
, the am





 is nonzero in both the interior and at surface and floor. Its pseudo-advection of m
ean
density contributes part of the change in density, w
ith the M
 term




The solution here is indicated in Fig. 6. H
ere w
e assum







 zero at the southern boundary to a m
axim
um
 in the centre of the channel, and
then decreases to zero again. The change in










in the southern (light) half and downwells in the northern (dense) half of the channel, and delta-
functions in quasi-Stokes horizontal velocity at surface and floor.
N
o locally-based param
eterisation produces the behaviour in (b), preferring instead that in (a),
show
ing that a fuller representation of eddy effects w
ill have to take nonlocal factors into account.
7. Interactions betw
een the tw
o interpretations of density
W
e now
 return to the behaviour of the system
 w
ith the tw
o possible definitions of density.
Form
ally, there are only tw
o approaches: to use EM
D
, w








ith the quasi-Stokes stream




























ust be zero: integrating (1.2) across the channel area means that the divergences
 and 





























 that no m




e have seen that the colum
n integral of the M
M
D
 is identical, so that (7.1) must hold
for accurately evaluated M
M
D
. This is also clear from

















since the quasi-Stokes stream
function is zero on all boundaries. H
ow
ever, (7.2) does not hold if the
interior (M
) formulation is used throughout the water column since the integral of density omits the
su
rface and floor contributions w
hich are second order in am
plitude (being of magnitude
 and of
depth range
) and so contribute to the same order as the interior differences. Thus computations
m
ade w
ith the interior form
ulations cannot be consistent. M
ass conservation can only then be
achieved by requiring 
 n










Calculations can also be m














ore, as being rates of change of som









 should be identical, since evaluation of kinetic energy
changes under either density interpretation involves an integration over the fluid colum
n of the
square of the am
plitude of the fluctuations, and so further differences are at higher order, as are
differences in the boundary layer near horizontal boundaries. If
 is the sam
e for either definition
of m
ean density, then 





























 in the divergence form
,
 in the TRM
 form] do not
co
ntribute to changes in
 (as can be seen after an integration by parts in the horizontal directions
of the
 tendency term
































For the Eady problem
, w
e can com














ensionally. Integration across-channel elim
inates the horizontal divergence in (6.16), so that
o










































 is negative, corresponding to a release of energy to
perturbation kinetic energy 
 (dominated by the 
 term























































ulae are used everyw
here. W
e do not know
 how




























































































ill not be pursued further. So estim
ates of
 changes using M
M
D
 are larger in
m
agnitude (in this case) than their Eulerian equivalent.
PE
W






ulation; thus the tim











ents in the previous sections are partly generic and partly specifically based on linear
theory. This section exam
ines solutions to tw
o-dim
ensional em





orth (1998), using a variety of formulations to represent the eddy terms,
specifically to exam





as given earlier (Fig. 3).
B
riefly, the m
odel covered a longitude range of 2.6°, a latitude range of 5.2°, centred on 30°N
,
and a shallow
 depth of 300 m
. The grid spacings w
ere 0.02° east-w
est, 0.018° north-south (these
w
ere incorrectly stated to be 10 tim
es larger in K
illw










 (horizontal) and 5 × 10
-4
 v








ertically. The vertical diffusivity w
as som
ew





s that vertical diffusion plays an im







 salinity, relaxation tow
ards the initial
tem
perature values in bands at north and south of the channel provided a source of potential energy.
This m
ethod has the advantage that there are no regions of unstable or neutral stratification, thus
av
oiding difficulties about param





and longitude over 7.25 years betw
een days 300 and 2950. For tem




puted on constant depth surfaces; for the eddy term
s, on density (here temperature) surfaces.
This choice of param
eters w
as partly historical, and partly to avoid a nearly quasi-geostrophic
situation, in w
hich (for example) the Gent and M
cW
illiams parameterisation reduces to constant
lateral diffusion plus tw




ensional (latitude-depth) simulations were then run on a Cartesian grid, as described
below
, and the 4000-day com
















parisons are not ideal. Like other
published w
ork, they are of Eulerian m
eans only, and over a period probably an order of m
agnitude
too short for a good statistical com
parison. (However, the fields in Fig. 3 were visually unaltered by
av
eraging over another period of sim
ilar length, so the statistics m
ay be better than w
e suggest.)
Com









e behaviour of the full eddying sim
ulation and the tw
o-dim
ensional
calculations is invariably different. Thus only steady state tw
o-dim




e average. The com
parisons are show
n in Table 1, and used both a direct
co
rrelation betw
een the fields, w
hich is of little discrim
inatory use, and a m
ore stringent m
easure of
explained variance due to V






s discussed by K
illw
orth (1998), the two-dimensional runs have no depth-averaged





 field, as noted by K
illw





























 represents either tem
perature or zonal velocity, the suffix w
hether a 2- or 3-dim
ensional
field is considered (the 3-dimensional field being the zonal and time average above), and the bar
representing a horizontal average. In practice, additional discrim
inatory pow






re, since to a large extent the tem
perature fields are constrained by the
relaxation conditions. Both m
easures exclude the forcing region. Both integration tim
e and the area
for averaging have been m
odified since K
illw
orth (1998). No parameterisation reproduced the
‘pushing forw
ard’ of isopycnals in the M
M
D
, so that direct com
parisons w











erically (an alternative would be to use the skew-symmetric tensor formulation, cf.
G
riffies 1998), which are to be compared with the averaged three-dimensional solution. Fig. 7a
show
s the three-dim






perature field using only advection by the actual velocity fields
plus the horizontal and vertical diffusivities used in the three-dim
ensional calculation. The solution
is radically different, w
ith the stratification alm
ost vanishing in the interior of the channel (due to
the im
posed vanishing of the vertical tem
perature gradient at surface and floor). A better yardstick















90 (Gent and M
cW
illiams 1990, which has a constant diffusivity); Fig. 7d
2
K
97 (more properly, the depth co-ordinate version of Killworth, 1997, discussed earlier,
w
hich com




s (Gent and M
cW

























































































 at surface and
floor; the delta-function changes are thus spread across the (relatively wide) top and bottom grid
points. The diffusivity
 is taken as a constant. The K
97 param
eterisation is as discussed earlier,
handling the delta-functions num





















ulate a nonzero value of stream
function at
su





erical instabilities. These included extrapolation of either the isopycnic
slope or the stream
function to the boundary, and com
putation of boundary values using one-sided
interpolation form
ulae. A
 slightly unsatisfactory approach w
hich set the stream
function at surface
(floor) to the values immediately below (above) was eventually used; the disadvantage being that
the 
 field vanished in the top and bottom
 grid points.
v üThe fourth param
eterisation, K
s, attem
pted to do the sam








as used to define
 directly at surface and floor from
(3.19), and then














as needed for a reasonably accurate representation of the three-dim








eterisations, for the EM
D






plitude theory, again using K
illw














ould be identical, but in the channel m
odel run here this is not necessarily so.
The form
er could contain som
e m





ote that direct attem
pts to param





























eronis effects (Veronis, 1975); however, this approach does not, since the
term
s are derived from
 solutions to the equations of m
otion and so have the sam
e conservation
properties (for the flux terms) as the original system.
Table 1 show
s the m















hich generate the best fit. U








ost accurate version of the G
M
90 param
eterisation for this problem
 has a






er than that cited in K
illw
orth (1998). The results for the GM
90 (Fig. 7d) are very
sim
ilar to those of pure diffusion (6c), although slightly less accurate than this in the
 field. The
sim
ilarity is surprising since the G
M
90 includes the strong northw
ard (southward) advection near




ost accurate version of the K
97 param






(1998) for the same problem. As Fig. 7e shows, this parameterisation is the only one to produce the
‘dom
ing’ of the 15.5° isotherm
 near the northern boundary w
ith any accuracy. It is, as Table 1
show
s, the m










sed hitherto are insufficient to reproduce the three-dim




ard advection near-surface is now





eeded to be increased an order of m




-1) in order to reproduce an
approxim
ation to the three-dim
ensional fields. A
lthough the tem
perature field looks reasonable, the
co
rresponding velocity is poorly reproduced, due to the strong surface front near the southern
boundary. A
 sim
ilar finding holds for the K
97 param
eterisation (Fig. 7g; recall that this could not
be run w
ith a sufficiently high value of
 for a proper param
eterisation). Thus permitting non-zero














ever, the final tw
o param
eterisations (VP, VPW













ply insert a param
eterisation for m
ixing directly. The results (Figs. 7h, 7i) are very similar, with
V
PW



































ean density: Eulerian and m
odified, particularly w
ith
respect to the effects their adoption could have on the boundary conditions on param
eterisations at
su
rface and floor in practical applications.
W
e have show
n that although the extant approxim
ate form
ulae for the tw
o m
ean densities
suggest they are very sim
ilar (the M





ore strongly in a thin layer near surface (floor), within which much lighter
(heavier) fluid occurs. This fluid represents the lighter (denser) fluid which is occasionally
advected into the colum
n by the eddies.
This paper has argued that w
ithin this narrow





puted by inaccurate near-boundary second order form
ulae or exactly, possess a near-delta
function behaviour, w
hich can clearly not be w





plitude, this layer w
ould still be very thin and alm




odels. Thus it m
ight w
ell be that a better behaviour for param
eterisations using the quasi-
Stokes form
ulation w
ould be to perm
it the stream





ed this not to be the case (the errors produced by nonzero surface
stream
functions w
ere far larger than one w





ainder of the num
erical tests show



















e interpret a m
ean as being? O
ne test is to see w
hether a quasi-Stokes param
eterisation, under
steadily finer vertical resolution, can generate the additional boundary layer effects discussed at the






ore strongly than interior
changes. For finite am
plitude eddies, the abnorm
al geom
etry used here im
plies a depth scale of
about 50 m
, so w













as run, doubling vertical resolution
sev
eral tim
es, for the sam
e tim
e periods, requiring the stream
function to ram
p to zero only in the
last gridpoint. There w
ere no noticeable changes in density structure near the surface, suggesting
that if w
e are to distinguish the tw
o form




eeded. Put another w
ay, the param
eterisations w
ere reproducing the EM
D
, despite theory w
hich
suggests they should reproduce the M
M
D
. It should be noted, of course, that the calculations w
ere
done w
ith values tuned to fit the Eulerian m
ean, though w
ide investigations of param
eter space







 the runs w
as that a direct param
eterisation of the Eulerian m
ixing term
 appears to be highly accurate in reproducing the EM
D
, and avoids the V
eronis effect
w
hich usually causes difficulties about direct param





















ixing effects directly. N
onetheless, it should be rem
em
bered
that the (marginally) most accurate parameterisation for this problem was the K97 formulation,
w
hich used a TRM
 form
ulation. Thus no unequivocal recom
m














parisons clearly need to be m
ade under a variety of forcings, geom
etry and
param




. These are solely tw
o-dim





ould give valuable three-dim
ensional inform












y thanks to the tw
o referees w
ho patiently corrected m
y often careless representations of TRM
theory, and to colleagues at SO
C w
ho both heard m
ore about this problem
 than they ever w
anted
to, and w














The scalings should hold beyond the linear lim
it provided that the length scale rem
ains the
deform


































































































































































 by the sam
e am
ount. In other w
ords, w
hile w




otions as relaxing som
e originally stratified front, in
-co
-o
rdinates the relaxation is
actually produced by pseudo-vertical m
otions. It is thus im
portant that the pseudo-vertical m
otions














































 for the linear theory here; I am
 not aw
are of any proofs
beyond the quasigeostrophic regim
e. For sim


















Then the boundary conditions on 
 are 
,






































































































ilarly, again integrating only in the vertical, noting that the horizontal divergences give no
co
ntribution w
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1.(a) time variation of surface density (assumed sinusoidal). The shaded area shows densities
w
hich are lighter than the Eulerian m
ean
.
 (b) Any eddy transport in density layers in this
range does not appear if the stream
function is plotted against Eulerian m
ean density (i.e. the
shaded area is lost) so that the streamfunction is nonzero at the ‘surface’ density. If plotted
against m
odified density, stream
function values are correctly recorded and the stream
function
becom








odified density. The upper diagram
 show
s that the







plitude of the fluctuations). In a zone of size
 n
ear su
rface and floor, the tw
o densities





as indicated in the exploded low
er view
 (which is
actually the exact solution for sinusoidal tim
e variation and uniform











The Eulerian and m
odified m
ean density for a 4-year and along-channel average of an eddy-
perm
itting channel m
odel discussed in the text. (The average over the previous 4 year period is
alm






 differ than w




n is a typical tw
o-dim
ensional param













the latter does not reproduce the EM
D
 particularly w
ell (true for a wide range of diffusivities), it
does not reproduce the M
M
D
 at all w
here this differs from
 the EM
D







s for the linear Eady problem
. Show
n are
 (assumed independent of the cross-
stream
 direction for sim
plicity), 
,














atic of the quasi-Stokes stream
function generated from
 linear Eady theory for a very
w
ide channel in w
hich the eddy am
plitude is the sam
e at all points across the channel (as would
be produced by m
ost param
eterisation schem
es). No flow is generated save for two delta-












The correct solution of the linear Eady problem




oothly across the channel. Broad pseudo-vertical velocities
 are produced
w
ith the signs as show

























ith negative contours dashed) for (a) the time- and along-channel-
av
eraged three-dim
ensional eddy-resolving calculation. The rem




eterisations. These are: (b) simple advection and diffusion using the values
u
sed in the three-dim
ensional calculation; (c) as (b), but with a horizontal diffusivity of 200 m
2
s
-1; (d) the Gent and M
cW







orth (1997) parameterisation using




odified so that the stream










all to reproduce the three-dim
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